
There, Their, They’re 
A. There (A Place): Your book is right there.

B. There (A Pronoun): There is something strange going on.

C. Their (Shows possession or ownership): They own their house.

D. They’re (Contraction for they are): They’re all getting A’s.

1. Jose is having a party, and I promised him I would be ____________.

2. ____________ is no excuse for getting your clothes dirty.

3. They lost ____________ shoes.

4. ____________ going to be late again.

5. It is ____________ turn to lead math tutorial.

6. ____________ was no way he would allow himself to get a C in math.

7. ____________ is no reason to have a messy binder.

8. Of course, ____________ going to follow the field trips rules.

9. Are you going to go ____________ at lunch?

10. Do you think ____________ going to come early?

11. They bought ____________ Takis after school.

12.____________ is only two months of school left.

13. The library is over ____________.

14. They finally finished ____________ newspaper from the future.

15.____________ learning how to type on a keyboard properly.

16. Your keys are over ____________ on the table.

17. Do not believe someone’s claim if ____________ is no evidence that shows it is true.

18. Will we get ____________ before  eight o’clock?

19. My cousins are watching ____________favorite  TV show.

20.____________ always sitting in ____________ desk before the bell rings.
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21. When will they get ____________ report card? 

22. ____________ is nothing in the box. 

23. ____________ will be a math test tomorrow. 

24. ____________ always participating in class. 

25. Jessica and Katie are studying for ____________ spelling test. 

26. We traveled ____________ via the bridge. 

27. I am so glad ____________ in my class. 

28. ____________ a tenacious group of students. 

29. ____________ dog barks too much. 

30. They have a swimming pool because ____________ parents are quite affluent. 

31. Most of the kids did very well on ____________ math test. 

32. ____________ playing basketball at Mario’s house. 

33. ____________ are too many kids signed up. 

34. They will have enough time, so they will need to alter ____________ plans. 

35. Did you see them ____________? 

36. ____________ is a lot of compassion in her heart. 

37. ____________ not getting a progress report. 

38. ____________ English teacher is too lax. 

39. They cannot find the source of ____________ confusion. 

40. ____________ feeling a lot of animosity toward ____________ little brother. 
 


